
A Series 5-10    Red Book Band 
 
Aims 
 - to introduce more letters of the alphabet, 'j, k, v, w, ck' and 'y' as a vowel 
pronounced /i/ or /ee/. 
 - to introduce the HFWs 'I, see, look, me, my, oh, no'. 
 
 
Book Title   New GPCs       No. words    New words 
A5 Jelly and Bean j y (Jelly) ea (Bean)  50  2 
A6 I can see  ee ss    55  2  
A7 Look at me  k y (puppy) oo     66  6 
A8 Duck and Frog j ck w ss   73  5 
A9 Wellington  w ck ss   65  6 
A10 Kevin   v  ee ss   59  5 
 
 
Vocabulary for each book 
 
 
A5  Jelly and Bean 
Vowels 
ea  Bean 
y ending Jelly 
Phase 2 a  on  in  am  cat  mud  mat  bag  log  red  and  
Tricky  the  I  
 
 
A6  I can see 
Vowels 
ee  see 
ea  Bean 
y ending Jelly 
Phase 2 a  on  in  cat  fat  dog  mat  mud  can   
Phase 3 box   
Phase 4 frog  grass 
Tricky  the  I 
 
 
A7  Look at me 
Vowels 
oo  look 
y ending  Lotty  happy  puppy 
Phase 2 a  on  in  am  at  cat  big  mat  mud  fat  log  hen  hut   
Phase 3 box  look 
Tricky  the  I  me 
 
 
 
 



A8  Duck and Frog 
Vowels 
ea  Bean 
y ending Jelly 
Phase 2 a  on  in  is  and  fun  has  duck 
Phase 4 frog  grass  pond  jump  swim 
Tricky  the 
 
 
A9  Wellington 
Phase 2 a  on  in  is  big  dog  red  has  run  kick  fun 
Phase 3 with Wellington 
Phase 4 grass  pond  jump  
Tricky  the  oh  no 
Other  ball  
 
 
A10  Kevin 
Vowels 
ee  sleep 
y ending Jelly 
Phase 2 a  on  in  is  am  dad  run  mud  fun  sit  has  kennel 
Phase 3 Kevin  with   
Phase 4 grass  jump  pond  swim   
Tricky  the  I  me  my 
 
 
Key Vocabulary for A Series 5-10  
 
The following words are key to the texts for the books in the A Series 5-10 
and B Series 5-10.  
  
Book   
A5 the   and    I   am 
A6 the             I           can    see     
A7 the             I   am                     look   at   me  
A8 the   and            is  has 
A9 the                               is  has   oh  no  with   
A10 the        I   am             me   is  has  with   my 
 
 


